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About This Game

in Space is a retro-inspired sidescrolling shooter that values precision and strategy over reflex or memorization. It's a round
based, procedurally generated hybrid, combining its core shooter elements with score multipliers and colour puzzle mechanics.

As you progress you unlock new ships with drastically different abilities, including the capacity to snipe, manipulate time,
control enemy positions, become invincible or simply fling a beam of destruction across the screen. Advance through the games

different modes that each put a very different spin on the core gameplay, and as you improve graduate to new and terrifying
levels of difficulty.
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This is a great piece of software that does exactly what you would expect and so much more. It is not diffuicult to find other
recording programs to get screen captures, but you would be hard pressed to find one that has more features and accessability
than PlayClaw5.

I like all the options for the overlays to keep track of recording time, file size and fps. I like how the overlays can be moved
around to avoid overlaps with menus in-game. I appreciate that there is also a desktop capture mode as well. It is a little more
expensive than most, but well worth the extra cash. Totally recommend this to anyone starting a youtube channel for game
capture. Two thumbs up.. This game is almost a carbon copy of a game I got in the 90s from a cereal box, with its interface
changed to worms theme. Just plain old pinball, so average that you might as well play Windows Pinball instead.. Jesus Christ,
I'm glad I only paid a dollar for it.

(SPOILERS)

Seems rushed and there were no animations at all, the devs didn't even bother to show the main monsters.

This game wasn't scary, it was frustrating. Don't bother buying it. I get lost when using this. Seems there should be better
instructions somewhere. Will come back to it when more polished.. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0gJ3bPgp2VY
Did a lets play on this, Gotta say its a nice little game, theres a few issues here and there that I feel could of been adressed if it
was bounced off some outside sources but other than those enjoyed the atmosphere it gave and really liked the design of the
levels.
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Now I gotta say... this game must be the DANKEST game I've ever played! I mean, it's downright DANK AF! If you like to fly,
then F**K yeah you gonna wanna play this game! The maps? Sick. The wings? Sick. The races? Sick. The concept? Sick. The
graphics? Sick. THERE IS NO BETTER GAME OUT THERE! This game is SO F**K'N DANK I had to buy a towel for it.
Seriously, it's a F**K'N STEAL at this price! I'd pay $420 dollas for this game! F**K! It just doesn't get DANKER THAN
THIS. Buy this game, it's so dank. Don't buy this game if you hate yourself and want to self-deprive out of some sick form of
masochism. I give this game, TEN OUTTA TEN. So dank.. I wanted to like Island Thunder; I really enjoyed the original game
and Desert Siege, and this second expansion pack's missions feature some great maps, environments and atmosphere. But the
increased difficulty throughout is infuriating, even on the Recruit (Easy) setting and even in the expansion's early missions.

Ghost Recon's always had unnaturally accurate AI--but it was forgivable in the original and the first expansion because the
difficulty was balanced. It was challenging, but not frustrating. This time, however, the AI will see you from miles away, take
you out in one shot with an automatic weapon from miles away, and will swarm towards you from all directions or camp in
alcoves and take you down the instant you present your hitbox. The enemies, which are supposedly some sort of amateur Cuban
rebels, are in fact basically more aware, more accurate and better trained than a squad of Ghosts. It just feels like some sort of
broken, halfhearted attempt to increase the length of the game, but instead damages what was once enjoyable gameplay, and
will\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665you right off when you find yourself restarting a mission for the tenth time.

. Thouroughly enjoyed this little artistic game. The idea is so simple and yet very rewarding especially as you get into the groove
of bouncing. You swap the contrast which can invert the gravity and propel you up or down depending if you are in the black or
white environment and if it's opposite of you or not. The game throws a lot of interesting challenges and twists to the basic
concept and they all work well together.

The music accompanying the levels is a great match for the game and I think the devs did a great job on that front. Just
exploring the levels is very rewarding on itself.

The game is relatively short (finished in 2h) but I felt that it would have overstayed its welcome had it been longer so I'd say it is
just long enough. Collecting all the dots and emblems is not super hard and you will respawn close by if you die so the
challenges are rather forgiving and you almost never will be repeating too much of the level which in my opinion is a plus.

The only down side is that sometimes it can be rather difficult to get your bearings and figure out which you want to go with the
inability to zoom out, but as you eventually get the map of the level when you finish it the first time, you can see which areas
you didn't go to and it helps entice you to revisit the level (also good).

If you are looking for a relaxing and enjoyable 2h experience, this game is worth your time. 9/10. 45$ tho....

This game isn't even worth playing for free.. Turn off the lights, put on your earphones and prepare for a truly unique audio
visual trip. And it's trippy indeed ;)

The game is very short and certainly not everyone's taste. I do hope to see more from this developer though.. Fix this game and
I'll fix my review. I gave up on abouth 30th freeze during one game.
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